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T
his Geneva-based shipmanager was established in 1983 by its
founder and current owner Nicolas Wirth. Priding itself in the
management of container feeder vessels and bulk carriers,
Doris today has three vessels under full management and an

additional 20 under crew management.
Doris and affiliated companies which include Naess Ship

Management, Amsterdam, Pearl Grace in Manila and FDNM in Mumbai
employ 800 people worldwide and draw on an international network of
subsidiaries and agents. Doris has a strong entrepreneurial bias. 

Born in 1945 and possessing dual British and Swiss nationality,
Nicolas Wirth spent 10 years at sea in the merchant marine, acquiring
considerable practical experience in all aspects of ship operation. He
also possesses a British First Mate's Foreign Going Ticket.  He grad-
uated from the University of Wales in 1975 with a BSc. (Hons.) in
Maritime Studies. In 1975 he joined Tradax/Cargill, and from 1977 to
1983 worked at Acomarit Service Maritime in Geneva (which is now
part of V.Ships), as a director in charge of a fleet of over one million
tons deadweight. 

Accepting that third party ship management has a strong future in
today's shipping industry, Nicolas Wirth admits that current  manage-
ment fee levels are proving inadequate to pay for the technical man-
agement resource and expertise needed, especially in the small tanker
sector.  This has resulted in the company getting more involved in the
financing or ownership of the vessels it is involved in as opposed to
pure third party ship management. “Pure technical management, par-
ticularly for smaller tankers, is marginal as far as fees are concerned

and they will not cover the effort you put into them,” he said. 
“We sold a number of vessels last year and made a lot of money,”

he told SMI. “We are now moving into areas of management where
we have more of a stake in the financing of the ships.”

Many of their clients sold out in 2004 and 2005 reducing the man-
aged fleet from 36 vessels to present levels. Losing a ship manage-
ment contract is not a threat as the objective of Geneva-based Doris
Maritime Services is also as something of a 'shipping doctor' who
steps into problem situations.

Nicolas Wirth admits he is on the look out for three more vessels
that he would want to get more directly involved in as well as expand
his third party management fleet by an additional three vessels as
well, mostly in the dry sector. 

“We are rebuilding our fleet mostly with either crewing activities
or full management including all owners’ functions (financing, sale &
purchase, commercial and operations),” he said.

“We are currently shying away from purely technical management
(repairs, maintenance vetting and crewing) on third party tankers as this
activity became uneconomical. We plan to enter the Dutch CV market
rather than go for third party technical management,” he concluded. ■

Doris Maritime Services

How concerned are you about consolidation 
within the industry and can small and large 
managers sit comfortably together?
“Shipmanagement today is a numbers game and there are
economies of scale to be made. There are some very good ship-
managers out there but they are quite expensive. It is also diffi-
cult for the small managers to get new clients willing to pay the
sort of fees that are needed, meaning they have little chance to
make money. We sold a number of ships last year and pulled out
of some management contracts that weren't paying enough or
that were bad payers. These third party management contracts
concerned about a dozen ships.”

Are you interested in consolidation or a merger
with a larger player?
“Yes, I would be if someone wanted to increase the number of
ships they controlled. I wouldn't turn down any signs of interest
in us and a merger may be something we would like. But I won’t
go out of my way to find such an arrangement as I don’t have the
available time.”

What is your stance on establishing a common
set of Key Performance Indicators industry wide
to assess management quality?
“It appears to me to be a good idea for the smaller shipmanager
as it makes it easier for him to make his performance known to
prospective clients. Our annual off-hire times, scheduled dock-
ings and the running costs of the ships are very competitive. In
fact, it is Doris’ experience that through the constant reassess-
ment of all cost factors and state of the art management, opera-
tional costs are well below competitors’ levels. Since 1992, the
average number of operating days per ship at Doris has been 357
days per annum.”

What is the future for third party 
shipmanagement?
“It is becoming more and more the norm nowadays. Very suc-
cessful owners like to subcontract out the technical management
of their vessels because it becomes tedious if they have to super-
vise their own in-house shipmanagement teams.” 

“We are rebuilding our fleet mostly with either
crewing activities or full management includ-
ing all owners’ functions; financing, sale &
purchase, commercial and operations”

Nicolas Wirth
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